SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Inhibition mediated by GABA A and GABA B receptors is an important regulator of sensory responsiveness along ascending sensory pathways to the cortex. In the rodent vibrissa system, sensory inputs from the whiskers travel via trigeminal axons to the trigeminal complex where the principal nucleus (Pr5) gives rise to the lemniscal pathway projecting to the ventroposterior medial nucleus (VPM) of the thalamus. In turn, VPM gives rise to the thalamocortical pathway projecting to barrel cortex. Along these pathways, the excitation driven by sensory inputs is strongly controlled by inhibition, but the actual impact of subcortical inhibition on responses ultimately reaching the cortex is not known.
Within the trigeminal complex, few GABAergic interneurons are found in Pr5; most are found in the caudalis (Sp5c) and interpolaris (Sp5i) subnuclei (Avendano et al. 2005) . Recent evidence indicates that a large portion of Pr5 inhibition originates from cells located in Sp5i (Furuta et al. 2008) . Thus, the responsiveness and receptive fields of Pr5 cells to whisker stimuli are thought to be controlled by inhibitory projections from Sp5i, and excitatory protections from Sp5c (Furuta et al. 2008) . However, the impact of GABA blockers (disinhibition) within Pr5 on sensory responses and receptive fields has not been tested previously.
Within the somatosensory thalamus, no inhibitory neurons are found in the VPM of rodents (Barbaresi et al. 1986; Harris and Hendrickson 1987; Spacek and Lieberman 1974) .
Hence, the source of VPM inhibition is the reticular nucleus of the thalamus (nRt). The impact of disinhibition within VPM on sensory responses and receptive fields has been previously tested (Castro-Alamancos 2002a; Hartings and Simons 2000; Lee et al. 1994) . Abolishment of VPM inhibition enlarges receptive fields, increases the duration of evoked responses and to some extent relieves sensory adaption in VPM cells. However, it is not known how the changes in VPM responsiveness caused by disinhibition affect sensory responses in barrel cortex, and how thalamic disinhibition affects the excitatory input to VPM cells from the cortex (corticothalamic).
By the time ascending responses to vibrissa stimuli reach the cortex, they have undergone significant spatial and temporal transformations (for reviews (Castro-Alamancos 2004; Kleinfeld et al. 2006; Moore 2004; Simons et al. 1995 ), but it is not known which aspects of these transformations are caused by subcortical inhibition. This study set out to determine which aspects of sensory stimulation are suppressed by GABA-mediated inhibition in subcortical structures. The approach was to test the impact of Pr5 and VPM GABA A and GABA B receptor blockade (disinhibition) on sensory responses within those nuclei and their main target, the barrel cortex; sensory responses were compared before and during disinhibition in the same cells. By unmasking the excitatory responses that are normally suppressed by inhibition, disinhibition reveals the effect that inhibition has on sensory stimuli. Using this strategy, we tested the impact of subcortical disinhibition on responses driven by multiwhisker and single-whisker stimulation of the center and surround receptive field. In addition, we tested how disinhibition affected responses driven by a high frequency stimulus train. We found that Pr5 and thalamic disinhibition had strong effects within subcortical nuclei, particularly, on long-latency responses, but surprisingly few of these effects are reflected in the barrel cortex.
METHODS

Surgery
Spague-Dawley rats (300-350 g) were used in this study and cared for in accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines for laboratory animal welfare. All experiments were approved by the Drexel University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Rats were anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg; i.p.) and placed in a stereotaxic frame. All skin incisions and frame contacts with the skin were injected with lidocaine (2%). A unilateral craniotomy extended over a large area of the parietal cortex. Small incisions were made in the dura as necessary. Body temperature was automatically maintained constant with a heating pad at 37 o C.
The level of anesthesia was monitored with field recordings and limb-withdrawal reflexes and kept constant at about stage III/3 using supplemental doses of urethane.
Electrophysiology
In every experiment, a tungsten electrode was lowered into the depth of the barrel cortex (0.6-1 mm) contralateral to the stimulated whiskers to record FP and multiunit activity. To conduct single-unit recordings in the barrel cortex, a high impedance (5-30 MΩ) glass electrode filled with ACSF was lowered into the vicinity of the FP electrode to perform single-unit recordings from cells located in layers 2/3 and 4 (200-950 µm). Cortical cells were classified as fast spiking or regular spiking based on spike width, as previously described (Hirata and CastroAlamancos 2008) . However, since the population of fast spiking cells was small and did not differ in the effects of disinhibition from regular spiking cells, we combined both groups of cells into one group.
To conduct single-unit recordings in VPM, a high impedance (5-30 MΩ) glass electrode filled with ACSF was inserted contralateral to the stimulated whiskers at approximately the following coordinates from bregma (in mm): posterior = 3.5, lateral = 3, depth = 5-6. VPM cells were identified by their short latency to a whisker deflection (<7 ms) and, in some cases, by tracing the track of the recording electrode in histological sections confirming that the electrode was inside VPM, as previously described (Aguilar and Castro-Alamancos 2005).
To conduct single-unit recordings in Pr5, a tungsten electrode (5-15 MΩ) was inserted ipsilateral to the stimulated whiskers at a 15° angle (with respect to the vertical plane) in the anteroposterior direction. The coordinates for electrode insertion were approximately: posterior, 7; lateral, 3. The electrode was lowered around 9 mm. The insertion of the electrode in Pr5 was confirmed by tracing the track of the electrode in histological sections.
Whisker stimulation
Sensory stimulation consisted of independently deflecting six individual whiskers using six different whisker stimulators. After isolating a unit, the whiskers were stimulated using a hand held probe. The whisker that produced the shortest latency and strongest response was considered the principal whisker (PW). This whisker and up to five additional whiskers surrounding it, called adjacent whiskers (AWs), were selected for stimulation (Aw1-Aw5). Each of the selected whiskers was placed in an independent whisker stimulator by inserting it into a glass micropipette (1/0.5 mm OD/ID) that was glued to the membrane of a miniature speaker.
Each whisker was inserted into the micropipette for about 5 mm, leaving about 10 mm from the end of the micropipette to the skin. Application of a 1-ms square current pulse to the speaker deflected the micropipette and the whiskers inside. The resulting whisker deflection is a very low amplitude (~2°) and very high velocity (~1,000°/s) stimulus. The whisker stimulators were oriented in the preferred direction to produce the largest response as determined with the hand probe. Each of the six whisker stimulators was driven by counter/timer boards controlled with LabVIEW software (National Instruments, Austin, TX).
Whisker stimulation was delivered according to the following protocols. A trial consisted of an initial 2 sec without whisker stimulation followed by stimulation delivered to each whisker at 2 second intervals (the order of whisker stimulation was randomly selected). The first whisker was stimulated 2 sec after the trial began, the second whisker was stimulated 4 sec after the trial started, and so on, so that the sixth (last) whisker stimulus was delivered 12 sec after the start of the trial. Thus, a single trial contained stimuli for all six whiskers and lasted a total of 14 sec. Whisker stimuli consisted of 10 stimuli delivered at 10 Hz. When all whiskers were stimulated simultaneously (ALL) each trial lasted 5 s. Every trial was repeated 30 times to derive peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) and to average FP responses. In most experiments, protocols for single-whisker stimulation and simultaneous multiwhisker stimulation were combined in the same trial, so that stimulation of each individual whisker was followed (3 s after the last whisker) by stimulation of the six whiskers together in the same trial.
Thalamic radiation (corticothalamic) stimulation
The electrode used to stimulate corticothalamic fibers in the thalamic radiation was placed, as previously described (Hirata et al. 2006) , at approximately: posterior = 2.5, lateral = 4.5, depth = 3.5-5. Due to the synaptic facilitation of corticothalamic synapses reaching VPM, low frequency corticothalamic stimulation is ineffective at driving spikes in VPM cells, but high frequency stimulation (>2 Hz) readily discharges VPM cells (see (Castro-Alamancos 2004) .
Thus, the thalamic radiation stimulating electrode and the VPM recording electrode were diligently aligned so that stimulation of the thalamic radiation resulted in virtually no shortlatency (< 7 ms) response at low frequency but a highly reliable (~100%) response at 5-40 Hz.
The intensity was kept <150 µA. For corticothalamic stimulation, a trial consisted of 3 sec of no stimulation followed by a 10 pulse train delivered at 2, 5, 10, 20 and 40 Hz. Each trial lasted 11
seconds. PSTHs were created with a minimum of 20 trials.
Microdialysis
To apply drugs into Pr5, a microdialysis cannula (250 µm diameter, 2 mm long membrane) was placed around the following coordinates: posterior= 9.5, lateral=2.5, depth=6-8.
The cannula entered straight into the brain (no angle), while the Pr5 recording electrode entered at an angle (i.e. 15° angle with respect to the vertical plane in the anteroposterior direction). To apply drugs into VPM, a microdialysis cannula (250 µm diameter, 2 mm long membrane) was placed around the following coordinates: posterior= 3, lateral=2-3, depth=4-6, as previously described (Hirata et al. 2006 were discarded. In thalamus, the spread is expected to disinhibit both VPM and the medial sector of the posterior nucleus of the thalamus (POm).
Data analysis
Spontaneous cell firing was computed by counting the number of spikes during the 2-3 sec period at the beginning of each trial and for a minimum of 30 trials. For the analyses shown, spontaneous firing was not subtracted from the evoked responses, but doing this had no effect on the statistical results shown here. Note that the spontaneous firing for a specific response timewindow is always equal or smaller than the smallest evoked response (e.g. stimulus #10 of Aw5).
If the data were considered normally distributed, according to the Shapiro-Wilk normality test, we used parametric statistics. Otherwise, we used non parametric tests (SPSS). In general, FP data was found to be normally distributed, but single-unit data was not. Thus, FP data was first tested for a significant main effect using the repeated measures ANOVA followed by multiple comparisons with Tukey's test. Non parametric comparisons for single-unit data consisted of the Wilcoxon signed ranks test.
Histology
At the end of the experiments, the animals were given an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and either perfused through the heart with saline followed by paraformaldehyde (4%) or the brain was directly extracted and placed in the fixative. The brains were then sectioned in the coronal plane using a vibratome (80-100 µm) and processed for Nissl's staining.
For the cells included in the study, subsequent analysis confirmed the location of electrode tracts within VPM and Pr5.
RESULTS
In the following experiments, we determined the effect of disinhibition on single-whisker and multiwhisker stimulation measured during a short-latency and a long-latency response time window. Single-whisker stimulation was delivered to the center receptive field ( 
Effect of Pr5 disinhibition on Pr5 sensory responses
We tested the impact of Pr5 disinhibition on the spatial and temporal response properties of Pr5 cells by infusing bicuculline and CGP35348 into Pr5 using microdialysis. In the experiments, six whisker stimulators were used simultaneously to map the responses of the PW and five AWs (Aw1-Aw5) before and during drug applications. Regarding sensory responses, Pr5 disinhibition significantly enhanced short-latency (2-7 ms)
multiwhisker, PW and Aw1 responses evoked by stimulus #1 through #4 ( Fig. 2A) . In addition, Pr5 disinhibition enhanced short-latency multiwhisker and PW responses evoked by stimulus #5 through #10 ( Fig. 2A ). There were no effects on short-latency responses evoked by Aw2 through Aw5.
Pr5 disinhibition had stronger effects on long-latency (8-50 ms) responses. Pr5 disinhibition significantly enhanced long-latency (8-50 ms) multiwhisker and single-whisker responses evoked by stimulus #1 (Fig. 2B) . As the number of pulses in the 10 Hz train increased, the number of AWs that were affected by Pr5 disinhibition decreased, so that by stimulus #10 only one AW (Aw1), the PW and multiwhisker responses were enhanced (Fig. 2B ).
Based on the effects of Pr5 disinhibition on Pr5 cells, we deduce the following effects of inhibition within Pr5. During single-whisker stimulation of the center receptive field (PW), Pr5 inhibition suppresses low frequency, transition and steady state short-latency and long-latency responses. In essence, all center field responses are suppressed in Pr5 by inhibition. Moreover, these same effects are produced by Pr5 inhibition during simultaneous multiwhisker stimulation of the center and surround receptive field (ALL). However, during single-whisker stimulation of the surround receptive field (AWs), Pr5 has few effects on short-latency responses but strong effects on long-latency responses. Pr5 inhibition suppresses low frequency and transition shortlatency responses but only for the strongest AW (Aw1). In addition, Pr5 inhibition suppresses low frequency long-latency responses of every AW, transition long-latency responses for three of the five AWs, and steady state responses of only one AW. Thus, the impact of Pr5 inhibition on the long-latency surround fades as the high frequency stimulus train progresses.
In conclusion, Pr5 inhibition suppresses all aspects of center receptive fields. Also, Pr5 inhibition strongly suppresses the long-latency responses of the surround receptive field, particularly, for low frequency stimuli. Thus, the effect on the surround diminishes as the number of stimuli in a high frequency train increases.
Effect of thalamic disinhibition on VPM sensory responses
We next tested the impact of thalamic disinhibition on the spatial and temporal response properties of VPM cells by infusing bicuculline and CGP35348 into VPM using microdialysis, Regarding sensory responses, thalamic disinhibition had rather small effects on shortlatency (3-7 ms) responses but strong effects on long-latency (8-50 ms) responses evoked by whisker stimulation. For stimulus #1 in the train (i.e. low frequency stimulus), only the first AW (Aw1) showed a small but significant increase in short-latency (3-7 ms) response probability during disinhibition (Fig. 4A) , which is consistent with a slight enlargement of the receptive field. However, thalamic disinhibition affected more significantly short-latency responses to stimulus #2 through #4, and had no effect on stimulus #5 through #10. For stimulus #2, thalamic disinhibition enhanced multiwhisker, PW, Aw1 and Aw2 short-latency responses. Thus, there was a significant enlargement of the receptive field for stimulus #2. Finally, for stimuli #3 and #4, thalamic disinhibition enhanced only multiwhisker and PW short-latency responses indicating no effect on the size of the receptive field.
In contrast to the rather small effects on short-latency responses, thalamic disinhibition had strong effects on long-latency responses (8-50 ms). For stimuli #1 and #2, thalamic In conclusion, thalamic inhibition suppresses all aspects of long-latency center receptive field responses, but only transition stimuli of short-latency center receptive field responses. In addition, thalamic inhibition has little effect on short-latency surround receptive fields but suppresses long-latency surround receptive field responses, particularly, for low frequency and the first transition stimulus.
Effect of thalamic disinhibition on VPM corticothalamic responses
Above, we described the effects of thalamic disinhibition on sensory evoked responses in VPM. Next, we describe the effects of thalamic disinhibition on corticothalamic responses evoked in VPM cells by stimulating the thalamic radiation. Corticothalamic responses are of interest in this context because corticothalamic feedback driven by whisker stimuli generates long-latency responses in VPM similar to those shown above to be unmasked by thalamic disinhibition (Temereanca and Simons 2004 ). Thus, we tested if thalamic disinhibition unmasks corticothalamic responses.
Single-unit recordings were obtained from VPM cells, and a stimulating electrode was placed in the thalamic radiation to evoke corticothalamic responses. A hallmark of the corticothalamic pathway reaching VPM is that it produces strong frequency-dependent facilitation (for review, see (Castro-Alamancos 2004) ). Accordingly, stimulating and recording electrodes were carefully aligned so that low-intensity stimulation (<150 µA) elicited virtually no response during low-frequency stimulation (0.1 Hz) but a near 100% firingduring10 Hz stimulation (for additional details see (Hirata et al. 2006) .
Once the recording and stimulating electrodes had been aligned, the thalamic radiation was stimulated with 10 pulses at different frequencies (0.1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 40 Hz) for a minimum of 20 trials for each frequency. This protocol was repeated at least twice for every frequency during control conditions and then again twice after application of the drugs via microdialysis. Figure 5A shows population PSTHs of steady-state (10th stimulus in a train) corticothalamic responses before and during thalamic disinhibition. Figure these responses began to depress after reaching peak facilitation during stimulus #2-#4. This depression phenomenon appears to be related to the ability of high frequency corticothalamic stimulation (facilitation) to trigger epileptic discharges (leading to post-discharge depression), and will not be further addressed in this study. It is worth noting that epileptic discharges were not evoked during thalamic disinhibition when high frequency whisker stimulation was used. In conclusion, the main point of the present results in relation to ascending sensory information is that, just like for low frequency sensory stimulation, low frequency corticothalamic responses are robustly enhanced by disinhibition. Thus, corticothalamic feedback from ascending sensory inputs may partly explain the enhanced long-latency VPM responses during thalamic disinhibition described above (Figs. 3 and 4) .
Effect of Pr5 disinhibition on cortical sensory responses
As described above ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ), Pr5 disinhibition leads to significant effects on 
Effect of thalamic disinhibition on cortical sensory responses
As described above ( Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 and Aw1 responses to stimulus #3 were also significantly enhanced (Fig. 7A ). More robust effects were observed on cortical FP responses, so that multiwhisker, PW and Aw1 responses evoked by stimulus #1 through #7 were enhanced by disinhibition. In addition, the responses to stimulus #3 from four of the five AWs (Aw1-Aw4) were also enhanced by inhibition.
In conclusion, compared with the effects of thalamic disinhibition within the thalamus, there were only three subtle effects in the cortex that were most obvious in FP responses. First, FP responses (and to some extent single-unit responses) evoked by a 10 Hz train of multiwhisker or single-whisker stimulation reveal a characteristic profile (Fig. 7B ) consisting in a strong response to the first stimulus, followed by a robust depression to the succeeding few stimuli (#2 through #5) usually peaking by stimulus #3, and followed by some recovery of the transient depression so that a steady-state adaptation is reached for the last several stimuli in the train. We 
Effect of simultaneous Pr5 and thalamic disinhibition on cortical sensory responses
Considering the meager effects of thalamic disinhibition on cortical responses, we next tested if simultaneous Pr5 and thalamic disinhibition produces stronger effects than thalamic disinhibition alone by recording single-unit (n=11) and FP (n=16) responses from electrodes located in barrel cortex. Pr5+thalamic disinhibition tended to increase the spontaneous firing of some cortical cells, but this was not consistent among the population of recorded cells and the effect was not statistically significant (2.1±0.8 vs. 3.9±1.9 Hz; n=11 cells).
Regarding sensory responses, figure 10A shows cortical single-unit responses (spikes per stimulus) measured during a 5-15 ms time window poststimulus, and figure 10B shows 
DISCUSSION
What sensory stimuli are suppressed by Pr5 inhibition?
The main source of GABA-mediated inhibition in Pr5 originates in the spinal subnuclei (Avendano et al. 2005; Furuta et al. 2008) . Our results reveal the main effects of this inhibitory input on Pr5 cell receptive fields. Thus, at short-latencies, Pr5 inhibition slightly suppresses multiwhisker (simultaneous center plus surround) and center receptive field responses of all the stimuli tested (low frequency, transition, and steady-state). Pr5 inhibition also suppresses the short-latency response of the strongest whisker in the surround during low frequency and transition stimuli. At long-latencies, Pr5 inhibition produces a strong suppression of multiwhisker (simultaneous center plus surround) and center receptive field responses of all the stimuli tested (low frequency, transition, steady state). In addition, Pr5 inhibition suppresses the long-latency response of each of the five whiskers in the surround during low frequency stimulation, some (three or four out of five) whiskers in the surround during transition stimulation, and the strongest whisker in the surround during steady state stimulation. Thus, the impact of Pr5 inhibition on the long-latency surround fades as the high frequency stimulus train progresses. In conclusion, the main effect of the internucleus inhibition in Pr5 is to suppress long-latency receptive field responses and this effect fades as the number of stimuli in a high frequency train increases.
What sensory stimuli are suppressed by VPM inhibition?
The main source of GABA-mediated inhibition in VPM is nRt (Barbaresi et al. 1986; Harris and Hendrickson 1987) . Our results reveal the main effects of this inhibitory input on VPM cell receptive fields. At short-latencies, VPM inhibition suppresses multiwhisker (simultaneous center plus surround) and center receptive field responses of only transition stimuli in a high frequency train. VPM inhibition also slightly suppresses the short-latency response of the strongest whisker in the surround during low frequency and a few of the transition stimuli. At long latencies, VPM inhibition suppresses multiwhisker (simultaneous center plus surround) and center receptive field responses of all the stimuli tested (low frequency, transition, steady state). In addition, VPM inhibition suppresses the long-latency response of most of the whiskers in the surround (four out of five) during low frequency and the first transition stimulus. In conclusion, the main effect of VPM inhibition is to transiently suppress short latency responses in a high frequency train, and to suppress long-latency receptive field responses of low frequency stimuli.
These results indicate that subcortical inhibition is not the main cause of the restricted short-latency receptive fields in Pr5 or VPM because only one AW in the surround was enhanced by disinhibition at short latencies and the effect was rather small. However, subcortical inhibition strongly suppresses long-latency center and surround receptive field responses in Pr5 and VPM, which raises the question about the source of the unmasked excitatory input. There are multiple possible origins of the responses unmasked in Pr5 and VPM during disinhibition. In Pr5, some AW responses may originate within Pr5 itself from primary afferents, others may originate from spinal subnuclei and others from corticofugal feedback (Furuta et al. 2008; Minnery and Simons 2003) . In VPM, some AW responses may be relayed from Pr5, others directly from spinal subnuclei and others from corticothalamic feedback (Lee et al. 1994; Minnery et al. 2003; Temereanca and Simons 2004; Timofeeva et al. 2004) . In fact, we show here that a main effect of thalamic disinhibition is to enhance low frequency corticothalamic responses, which could easily cause part of the long-latency receptive field enhancement observed in VPM. Moreover, during control conditions the receptive fields in VPM are more restricted than those in Pr5. Thus, absence of thalamic inhibition may lead to larger receptive fields in VPM that are equivalent to those in Pr5.
How are cortical receptive fields influenced by subcortical inhibition?
Initially we tested the effect of Pr5 disinhibition on cortical responses and found that the robust effects observed on Pr5 cell responses were not reflected in the cortex. Even when inhibition was abolished in both Pr5 and thalamus, cortical responses were still not extensively affected. Based on the effects of disinhibition in both Pr5 and VPM, we conclude that subcortical inhibition slightly suppresses multiwhisker (simultaneous center plus surround) and center receptive field responses of all stimuli tested (low frequency, transition and steady-state). In addition, subcortical inhibition suppresses between one and three whiskers in the surround but only during transition stimuli.
Cortical layer IV surround receptive fields are thought to originate from either thalamocortical (Goldreich et al. 1999; Kwegyir-Afful et al. 2005; Simons and Carvell 1989) and/or intracortical sources (Armstrong-James et al. 1991; Fox et al. 2003) . We found that a rather large enlargement of the subcortical long-latency receptive fields meant almost nothing at the level of cortex. This is likely because subcortical inhibition mostly affects long-latency, but Regarding the relevance of our findings to behavior, we speculate that long-latency receptive field changes that may occur in subcortical structures during different behavioral states will probably have little impact on cortical receptive fields. Thus, only changes in short-latency subcortical receptive fields will be effectively reflected in cortical responses. Also, the transient and steady-state adaptations we observe within a stimulus train may occur during long bouts of active whisking at ~10 Hz in behaving animals. If this is the case, the initial few cycles within a whisking bout will be critically influenced by the state of subcortical inhibition, while later cycles within a whisking bout (steady-state) will be more dependent on the state of synaptic depression in ascending excitatory connections.
Conclusions
We found that inhibition has significant effects within the two main relay nuclei providing sensory information to the barrel cortex (Pr5 and VPM). 
